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Bridge No. 82524
Stillwater Township
Washington County
MN
Robert M. Frame III, Ph.D.
June 27, 2011
7900 W. 78th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55439
7

Photo #1
General view northwest elevation, camera facing southeast.
Photo #2
General view southeast elevation, camera facing northwest.
Photo #3
View of the southwest portal, camera facing northeast.
Photo #4
Detail of the reconstructed lattice portal element, camera facing southwest.
Photo #5
View of northeast portal, camera facing southwest.
Photo #6
Detail of the pinned panel connection, showing the combination of reused iron members and some replicated
members in steel, camera facing up.
Photo #7
Oblique view of northwest elevation including setting, view facing south.
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Name of Property

Historic name

Bridge No. 5721

Other names/site number

Bridge No. 82524

When Bridge 5721 was moved to its new location, spanning Manning Avenue, it was renumbered by the
Minnesota Department of Transportation to Bridge No. 82524. The previous bridge number, 5721, was
subsequently retired.
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In 2006 the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) completed a Historic Bridge Management Plan
(Plan) for Bridge No. 5721.1 The Plan for Bridge No. 5721 was one of 24 such plans completed for selected
state-owned bridges in a bridge preservation program developed by Mn/DOT in cooperation with the Minnesota
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Each Plan
evaluated its subject bridge from both historical and engineering perspectives and determined an appropriate
program for preservation, considering the each bridge’s significance and character-defining features, based on
the National Register statements of significance.
Because of the poor physical condition of Bridge No. 5721, and its deficiencies in structural capacity and
geometry, the Plan concluded that “attempts to address the structural capacity and geometry of the truss span as
necessary to meet transportation needs would severely compromise the bridge’s historic integrity.” Because the
historic wrought-iron truss itself, the main span, had “good historic design integrity,” it was considered “a viable
candidate for relocation and rehabilitation.” Therefore, the Plan “recommended that the wrought-iron Parker truss
be removed from the trunk highway system and relocated for less demanding use.” The Plan stated that, as part
of the relocation, “the truss should be rehabilitated based on the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation [Secretary’s Standards]…with the historic significance of the truss maintained at the new location.”
It further concluded that “the existing approach spans and substructure are not historically significant and need
not be salvaged.”
Subsequent to the completion of the Plan, Mn/DOT collaborated with the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) to relocate Bridge No. 5721 from Koochiching County to a new site in Washington County,
where it would carry the DNR’s Gateway Trail over Manning Avenue (County State Aid Highway 15). The
Gateway Trail is a combination pedestrian, bicycle, and equestrian trail. Prior to the bridge relocation, the trail
crossed the road at grade.
In fall 2009 the historic truss superstructure was disassembled at its site in Koochiching County, where it had
carried Trunk Highway 65 over the Little Fork River River since its relocation to that site in 1937. Originally it had
been located in Sauk Centre, Minnesota. On May 20, 2011, the rehabilitated and reassembled truss was lifted by
crane onto new reinforced-concrete abutments that had been constructed at the Gateway Trail site.
Between the disassembly in 2009 and the re-erection in 2010-2011, the individual members and components of
the historic truss were inspected to determine structural soundness for reassembly at the new location in
compliance with the Secretary’s Standards as required by the Plan. Parts that were feasible to be preserved and
1

Minnesota Department of Transportation, Historic Bridge Management Plan, Bridge Number 5721, prepared by Mead &
Hunt, Inc., and HNTB Corp., June 2006. Copy available at Cultural Resource Unit, Minnesota Department of Transportation,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
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reused were cleaned, refurbished in a Minnesota metalworking facility, and transported to the Manning Avenue
site for reassembly. Efforts were made to preserve and reuse as many original wrought-iron components as
possible. Iron components judged too deteriorated to be reused were replicated in steel. Historic components
replaced include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Top lateral diagonal members, iron, pre-1937 (12)
Bottom lateral diagonal members, iron, pre-1937 (17)
Floor beams, shop-riveted, built-up I-section, iron, pre-1937 (2)
Top chord struts, iron, pre-1937 (2)
Truss diagonal eyebars (flat-plate, cut eyes), iron, pre-1937 (8)
Bottom chord eyebars (flat-plate, cut eyes), iron, pre-1937 (2)
Truss pins, steel, 1937 (16)
Bearings, steel, 1937 or later (4)
Floor system stringers, steel, 1937 or later (all)

To comply with current codes and standards for continued in-service use, selected components were replaced by
modern functionally equivalent components, including roller bearings being replaced by elastomeric bearings. A
lightweight concrete deck was installed to facilitate equestrian use and protect metal truss members and
connections below the deck.
In 1964 the historic iron lattice overhead portal element on each end of the truss had been removed and replaced
with a modern steel lattice portal unit in order to achieve a 16-foot overhead clearance above the deck. The
clearance was required for use by trucks. As part of the rehabilitation, the 1964 non-historic portal was replaced
and the original portal design and construction restored by using the original design as found on the 1937
erection plans.
The members of the 1937 steel railing were slightly repositioned in the reassembly to achieve necessary rail
spacing and height to meet current railing standards. This was accomplished by adding removable metal plates
at existing railing post drill holes, thereby not damaging the historic material and achieving reversibility. Additional
protective railing height required by DNR for equestrian and bicycle use was achieved by adding several
horizontal rows of stainless steel cables above the historic rail. Cables have been determined to have minimal
visual impact on the historic appearance of the truss and the historic railing. Cables were anchored to the truss
portal diagonals by a reversible clamp to avoid drilling the historic wrought iron. DNR also required a stainlesssteel two-inch mesh behind the historic railing to provide protection to the highway below from stones and debris
kicked up by the horse traffic.
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Although it was determined to replace existing rivets with high-strength, button-head bolts (or hex-head bolts,
depending on location), field rivets were used in one area to assess the feasibility of field-riveting on historic truss
bridge rehabilitation projects. The area selected for field riveting was the connection of the mid-truss horizontal
braces to the truss vertical members. This field riveting was completed during the reassembly process using
traditional field-riveting techniques with pneumatic rivet hammers and hot rivets.
The bridge was repainted in the color combination used in the 1937 reassembly in Koochiching County, the
earliest paint color scheme that could be determined with any accuracy. The colors used are black and gray
(historically, an aluminum paint, no longer in use for bridges in Minnesota, would be used instead of gray).
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Boundary Map
Bridge No. 5721 (Bridge No. 82524)
Washington County, Minnesota
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Photograph Key
Bridge No. 5721 (Bridge No. 82524)
Washington County, Minnesota

